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“Coming Together”
Housing in New Orleans

Last Assignment “Putting it all together”

This last work should be an opportunity to design the final project as well as present it in a form that others can understand. The work for the final review, for a potential publication and to show to New Orleans should consist of the following:

1. All models, drawings, sketches, panels from the semester to show process of design.
2. Detailed new model at 1/16” showing as much detail as possible of both buildings and public space. There should also be enough contexts to indicate surrounding site.
3. Plans of two/three floors at 1/16” including ground floor, public plaza and other typical floors. These drawings should be rendered and labeled to show uses as well as form
4. Sections (at least three) through the site at 1/8” showing architecture, light and ventilation.
5. Elevation, at least one, at 1/8” rendered to show the relationship to existing.
6. A new statement indicating attitude, idea, program of your project. A short paragraph should be included.
7. One board (or more) to indicate your idea of housing both in physical form and social/economic implications.
8. A photo montage 1:500 on a site plan of larger area or aerial photo.
9. Any thing else that you want to show.

Review on May 18 at 2PM, celebration at 9pm on May 17.